In this paper, we investigate real-world scenarios in which MapReduce programming model and specifically Hadoop framework could be used for processing large-scale, geographically scattered datasets. We propose an Adaptive Reduce Task Scheduling (ARTS) algorithm and evaluate it on a distributed Hadoop cluster involving multiple datacenters as well as the on a shared Hadoop cluster. The evaluation demonstrates that the ARTS algorithm outperforms the default Reduce phase scheduling algorithm in Hadoop framework.
INTRODUCTION
Evolution of Internet has brought about two important trends in recent years. Firstly, to improve the end-to-end application performance, modern day Internet services are designed in a decentralized fashion involving geographically distributed datacenters. Secondly, pervasive nature of Internet services has resulted into an exponential growth in the size of digital information created, captured or replicated. Organizations are keenly interested in mining this information to uncover trends, statistics and other actionable information which can give them competitive advantage. These two trends necessitate the design of a large-scale data processing system which can operate efficiently in a geographically distributed environment.
In recent years, MapReduce programming model and specifically its open source implementation Hadoop [4] is widely used for performing large-scale data processing. MapReduce frameworks such as Hadoop are designed for efficient processing in a centralized execution environment and hence are not suitable in a geographically distributed environment. Investigation of real-world Hadoop deployments revel that the Organizations with geographically scattered datasets (such as Rackspace [8] ) have to copy the entire dataset to a centralized location so that it can be efficiently processed by the Hadoop MapReduce framework. But as the Internet evolves, the growth in the size of geographically scattered datasets would outpace the improvements in the network bandwidth available in the Internet. At that point the approach of copying the entire dataset to a single location over the Internet would become infeasible.
The primary objective of the research presented in this paper is to study and evaluate design assumptions behind different components of Hadoop eco-system which mandate the processing of MapReduce computations in a centralized environment and to propose extensions to MapReduce framework which can improve its performance of in a distributed environment. We have evaluated Hadoop MapReduce framework in a distributed environment involving multiple datacenters (namely CAC lab at Rutgers University and the Amazon EC2) on different types of workloads. The main contribution of this paper is the design and evaluation of the Adaptive Reduce Task Scheduling (ARTS) algorithm, which addresses inefficiencies in the default Reduce phase scheduling policy in Hadoop by reducing the total size of intermediate Map phase output copied across datacenters. We have observed that ARTS algorithm performs well in distributed environment as well as in a shared environment concurrently executing different combinations of workloads.
RELATED WORK
The problem of efficiently transferring large datasets over the Internet has been studied extensively in the past. Jim Gray [1] , DOT project [6] and the PostManet project [7] have proposed using postal service as an alternative option for large-scale data transfer over the Internet. This approach is only suitable in environments where a small set of source sites infrequently transfer bulk datasets to a single destination. But as the number of source sites and/or the frequency of data transfer increases, it becomes infeasible due to exponential increase in the cost of shipping the dataset via postal service. Pandora project [2] proposes a group-based data transfer mechanism from multiple source sites to a single destination site such that the cost of data transfer as well as the latency of operation is minimized. It makes use of both the Internet as well as postal service. The basic difference between this work and our proposal is in the fact that we do not attempt to consolidate the entire dataset to a single location. Instead we have designed a replica-placement policy in the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) such that each participating site provides a data storage facility while sharing a single logical namespace with the other sites. The datasets are stored near the source as far as possible thereby avoiding data-transfer over the Internet.
The original design of a MapReduce system along with its end-to-end performance evaluation has been presented in [3] . However [3] has only discussed the Reduce phase scheduling briefly and have not explored the scheduling algorithm at all. Zaharia et al. [10] proposed LATE scheduler which attempts to improve the performance of speculative execution in case of heterogeneous environments. Zaharia et al. [9] proposed delay scheduling algorithm for Hadoop fair scheduler (HFS) which substantially improves the performance of concurrent MapReduce jobs by carefully balancing the fairness as well as data-locality considerations during Map phase. Our proposed Adaptive Reduce Task Scheduling (ARTS) algorithm attempts to apply the concept of delay scheduling for the Reduce phase.
DEFAULT SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
The execution time of a MapReduce job depends upon the time at which the Reduce phase starts. In Hadoop framework, Reduce phase for a job is started after the completion of user-specified fraction of Map phase (termed as slowstart threshold). Once the Reduce phase starts, Hadoop assigns Reduce tasks to requesting workers at random. We observe that such static task scheduling policy is very inefficient in a distributed environment involving multiple datacenters as well as in a shared environment executing concurrent MapReduce jobs. Existing literature [3, 10] does not offer any guidelines for intelligent Reduce phase scheduling in such environments.
In a distributed environment, the default scheduling policy does not consider the datacenter-locality of the Map phase output while selecting a worker for the Reduce task. Hence if a Reduce task is scheduled on a worker in a datacenter containing only a small fraction of total Map phase output, it would require a copy of substantial size of Map phase output from other datacenters over the Internet resulting into a considerable degradation in the response time of a job.
On the other hand, in a shared Hadoop environment, the static configuration of slow-start threshold affects the response time for interactive jobs. If a cluster is configured with early-start for the Reduce phase (low threshold) then concurrent execution of batch and interactive jobs can severely degrade the response time of the interactive jobs since they are starved for Reduce slots (occupied for longer duration by batch jobs due to an early start of the Reduce phase). Configuring the cluster with the delayed-start policy (high threshold) helps to solve this problem. But this configuration provides a suboptimal response time when there is no contention in the cluster due to an insufficient overlap between the compute intensive Map phase and the I/O intensive shuffle phase (as a result of delayed-start of the Reduce phase).
ADAPTIVE SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
ARTS algorithm improves upon the Reduce phase scheduling policy in Hadoop by making well informed decisions about: (a) when to start the Reduce phase for job, and (b) where to schedule the Reduce tasks. This algorithm is based on two important observations: • A Shuffle phase cannot complete unless the entire Map phase is complete. Hence for any given partition, we can delay the execution of corresponding Reduce task if the time to copy the Map output for this partition is less than the estimated finish time for the Map phase. Also among multiple eligible partitions, the partition containing largest Map output needs to be scheduled earliest.
• At any point during the execution of a Map phase, the size of partial Map output can be used to infer the type of the workload being executed. This information can be used to decide if a Reduce task needs to be scheduled immediately or can be delayed.
This algorithm is orthogonal to the deployment environment (such as centralized or distributed) as well as scheduling policy configured for the Hadoop cluster (e.g. a capacity scheduler or a fair share scheduler etc.). Figure 1 describes the proposed algorithm. During execution of MapReduce job, the Hadoop master keeps track of total size of Map output in each datacenter for every output partition. This helps to identify the datacenter-locality while scheduling Reduce phase in the distributed environment. It is also used to classify the MapReduce workload being executed which helps in deciding the time when the Reduce phase should start. This algorithm is executed when the master identifies any worker in the cluster with an available Reduce slot. 
EVALUATION
We compare the ARTS algorithm against the native Hadoop policy with respect to the total size of Map phase output copied across datacenters on a distributed Hadoop cluster setup using CAC lab at Rutgers University and the Amazon EC2. From Table 1 we can observe that since the entire Map phase output is located in EC2, the ARTS algorithm schedules all the Reduce tasks in EC2 to avoid copy of Map output over the Internet unlike native policy which scatters the Reduce tasks. As a result, the ARTS algorithm outperforms native Hadoop policy in terms of response time for the job.
We also compare the ARTS algorithm against different Reduce phase scheduling policies in Hadoop with respect to response time for a job on a Hadoop cluster configured with fair share scheduler and executing a combination of batch and interactive jobs concurrently. Batch jobs execute aggregation workload (WordCount benchmark) which is not sensitive to the Reduce phase scheduling. Interactive jobs execute write-intensive workload (TeraSort benchmark [5] ) which is sensitive to the Reduce phase scheduling. For this combination of workloads, with an early-start policy, batch jobs end up occupying the Reduce slots for longer duration than required.This results in degradation of response time for interactive jobs due to contention for the Reduce slots. Figure 2 shows the relative response time for interactive and batch jobs (with respect to their corresponding result on a dedicated cluster configured with an early-start policy) plotted against degree of concurrency in the cluster. The ARTS algorithm provides comparable results with respect to early start policy in the absence of contention. For the interactive jobs, as the contention increases, it consistently outperforms both early-start and delayed-start policies. For batch jobs, it provides comparable results with respect to delayed-start algorithm.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This research points out the necessity of extending MapReduce framework in a distributed environment involving multiple datacenters. In this paper we have proposed and evaluated the Adaptive Reduce Task Scheduling (ARTS) algorithm, which addresses inefficiencies in the default Reduce phase scheduling policy in Hadoop. The ARTS algorithm performs well in distributed as well as shared Hadoop environments.
Currently, we are exploring other aspects of MapReduce framework such as speculative execution and the policybased Map phase scheduling.
